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DCCP is a great idea
A nice technology

Very beneficial
(at least I think so)
It does have issues, though
Yet, who cares about DCCP?
“I'm an app writer
My stuff already works ok
So why bother with
This new protocol?”
“I'm a network device vendor
Why should I bother?”
“What's in it for any of us?”
“What is this DCCP anyway?”
That is the problem...
Why bother...
User Guide to the rescue!
To make the case for DCCP
Sales pitch
A self contained document
No mandatory refs to read a priori
Easy for a newbie to check out
Some nits about the current draft
CCID-4 missing
Intro about DCCP missing
More applications
More about benefits (many places)
Why DCCP for 1-way prerecorded?
Padding a MUST?
Some API considerations
Hints how your app would change
So...
Going Forward
Or
Home?
Where?